
  

 

   

 

	
	
Abstract	
 
Grain boundaries (GBs) exhibit many different types of phase transformations associated 
with their distinct atomic structures. This is akin to phase transformation in bulk crystals, albeit 
in one few spatial dimensions.  On the other hand, free surfaces exhibit roughening phase 
transitions that are associated with thermodynamic instabilities of their line defect - i.e., 
surface steps. GBs also contain line defects, known as disconnections, with both step and 
dislocation character (characterized by a step height h and a Burgers vector b).  
 
I will present theoretical arguments, Monte Carlo, kinetic Monte Carlo, and molecular 
dynamics results that show the GBs undergo a roughening transition (like surfaces - 
associated with h) and an elastic “screening” transition (unlike on surface - associated with 
b).  At temperatures, below the screening transition disconnections have long range (1/r) 
interactions, but above that, their interactions decay exponentially, exp(-r/ξ) where ξ is a 
screening length. This is a Berezinskii-Koserlitz-Thouless topological phase transition. I will 
explain this effect based upon a heuristic argument and supplement it with our recent 
renormalization group calculations of the transition temperature T_c. This phase transition 
has profound effect on GB migration - below the T_c, GBs are nearly immobile, while above 
this they are mobile.  I will end by discussing the implications of this transition for grain growth. 
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